Liberty Leaf Gains Exposure with Inclusion in New Solactive Emerging Marijuana
Growers Index
VANCOUVER, Jan. 30, 2018 /CNW/ - Liberty Leaf Holdings Ltd. (CSE: LIB, OTCQB: LIBFF and FSE:
HN3P) (the "Company" or "Liberty Leaf") is pleased to announce that it has been included in the Solactive
Emerging Marijuana Growers Index. Horizons Exchange Traded Funds (ETF's) plans to launch the
Horizions Junior Marijuana Growers ETF which seeks to replicate, to the extent possible, the performance
of the Solactive Junior Marijuana Growers Index.
The Solactive Junior Marijuana Growers Index is designed to provide exposure to the performance of a
basket of primarily North American publicly-listed small-capitalization companies primarily involved in the
cultivation, production, and/or distribution of marijuana.
"We look forward to broadening our shareholder base through our inclusion in the index, and ultimately,
the ETF," said company President and CEO Will Rascan. "It should also help to expand our reach to an
even larger audience of fund managers and investors who are becoming increasingly interested in the
cannabis sector."
Liberty Leaf is a growth-oriented Canadian cannabis company with interests in two late-stage ACMPR
(Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations) applicants, North Road Ventures and Just Kush.
For more information about Solactive's index, its composition, and how Liberty Leaf complements the
index please click here:
https://www.solactive.com/?s=marijuana&indexmembers=DE000SLA0XM0
About Solactive (www.solactive.com)
Solactive AG is an innovative index provider that focuses on the development, calculation and distribution
of tailor-made indices over all asset classes. As of January 2017, Solactive AG served approximately 350
clients in Europe, America and Asia, with approximately USD $100 billion invested in products linked to
indices calculated by the Company globally, primarily via 250 exchange traded funds from a number of
well-known providers. Solactive AG was established in 2007 and is headquartered in Frankfurt.
About Liberty Leaf
Liberty Leaf Holdings Ltd. is a Canadian-based, public company whose focus is to build and support a
diversified portfolio of cannabis-sector businesses, including cultivation, processing, value-added
CBD/THC pet products and supply-chain products within this dynamic and fast-growing sector.
Liberty Leaf's late-stage ACMPR portfolio consists of a 60% interest in Just Kush and 100% of North
Road Ventures.
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Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Market Regulator (as that term is defined in the policies
of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
This news release may contain forward-looking statements based on assumptions and judgments of
management regarding future events or results. Such statements are subject to a variety of risks and
uncertainties which could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those reflected in the
forward-looking statements. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to revise or update such
statements.
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